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Student Leadership Conference
217 STUDENT PARTICIPANTS
February 23rd marked the 11th annual Oregon TRIO
Association Student Leadership Conference. Over 200
students participated in this virtual event, ranging from
middle school, high school, & college students including some non-traditional adult students. The
conference's theme was "Navigating the New Normal,
dreaming big while navigating through a pandemic."
Presenters included our keynote speaker- TRIO
Alumni Tamam Waritu, Former OR congress members
Arnie Roblan & Caddy McKeown, financial aid
professionals, study abroad professionals, TRIO staff,
TRIO student & alumni panels, and Portland Trailblazer
TV Analyst Lamar Hurd.

TRIO Data
Total TRIO Projects in OR
47
Students Served (2021)
10,009
1st Gen & Low-Income
71.84%
FY 2021 Funding
$14.94 MILLION
College Enrollment
57.31 %
College Graduation
76.06%
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TRIO Student Story
KIMBERLY MARKLEY
When I first embarked on the daunting process of my first
year at Oregon State University-Cascades as an older nontraditional student the support offered by the mentors and
counselors through TRIO was an enormous boost. Their
guidance gave me the confidence to take more challenging
courses, step into a leadership position in student
organizations, and find volunteer opportunities that
enriched my campus experience. The TRIO community has
broadened my future goals and brought me so much joy and
fulfillment.

Who is TRIO?
The Federal TRIO Programs
(“TRIO”) are a set of educational
opportunity programs that
enable students from lowincome backgrounds to become
the first members of their
families to earn college degrees.
Currently serving more than
800,000 students from middle
school through adult education,
TRIO provides academic
tutoring, personal counseling,
mentoring, financial guidance,
and other supports necessary to
promote college access,
retention, and graduation.
Since its inception, TRIO has
helped more than 5 million
Americans earn college degrees.

Spring Term of 2022 represents the midpoint of my journey
towards a four-year engineering degree in Computer
Science. I am looking forward to studying abroad in
Barcelona over the summer before coming home to Bend,
where I will continue learning to apply my studies to the
broader world. In addition, I plan to utilize the knowledge
from my project-based work at Innovation Co-Lab to give
back to the community. My dream has always been to find
better ways to leverage new technology to solve real-world
problems. In addition, I want to make the STEM fields more
accessible for broader, more diverse groups of people.
"The algorithms that dominate the choices and paths we can
take in life should be written by the people, not the
privileged few."
-Kimberly Markley
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